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a b s t r a c t

A coupled optimization of the electricity and gas systems is presented in this paper. The electricity prob-
lem involves a unit commitment with co-optimization of energy and reserves under a power pool, con-
sidering all system operational and unit technical constraints. The gas problem involves a medium-scale
highly non-convex and non-linear problem structure, which is modeled as a Mixed Integer Non-Linear
Programming model. The decomposition of the overall problem is based on the Augmented Lagrangian
method. An iterative process is implemented, coordinating the two interdependent systems using an
alternating minimization method, in which the Lagrange multipliers are updated using the subgradient
method. The gas problem is solved in two phases in order to avoid numerical instabilities; first, the direc-
tion of flow is defined, and then the gas flow is derived in the second phase. The solution algorithm is
evaluated using the Greek power and gas system, comprising thirteen gas-fired units and fifty-three
gas network nodes. The test results indicate the strong interdependence of the two systems, and demon-
strate the efficiency of the presented algorithm in coordinating them.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

During the last years, gas units (mainly Combined Cycle Gas
Turbines, CCGTs) became highly attractive due to their short con-
struction lead time, low investment cost, shorter depreciation per-
iod, increased efficiency, small environmental footprint (namely,
lower carbon emission rate), low NOx and SOx emissions, high
flexibility under normal and AGC operation (critical aspect, in view
of the forthcoming increased RES penetration, given the RES injec-
tion intermittency and variability). This short-term volatility needs
flexible reserves as back up, for which gas-fired technology is the
prime candidate. The popularity of CCGTs, along with the provided
flexibility of gas storage, gave birth to common energy infrastruc-
ture considerations by regulators, system analysts and designers,
identifying the strong interdependence between the electricity
and gas systems in technical, economical and operational terms
[1]. Despite their common nature as energy transmission systems,
the operation of the natural gas system is extremely complex,
employing a large-scale, highly non-convex and non-linear

problem structure (comprising a group of non-linear algebraic
equations), which can be modeled as a Mixed Integer Non-Linear
Programming (MINLP) problem. The coordination of the well-
known electricity operation scheduling with such MINLP problem,
considering their integrated dynamics, constitutes a mathematical
challenge and has attracted the interest of the research community
within the last ten years [2–22].

A review of the developed models for combined consideration
of the electricity and gas systems is given in [2]. Table 1 summa-
rizes the main features of the models presented in the literature
[3–22]. In most cases, the steady-state gas flow configuration is
modeled, as compared to the transient flow modeling that takes
into account the gas stored in the pipelines (linepack). In many
cases, a single-period (snapshot) is studied, disregarding the
inter-temporal constraints of both the electricity and gas systems.
Moreover, in most cases the electricity problem is defined simply
with elementary constraints (power balance equation, unit limits
and possibly ramp-rates), disregarding the full unit commitment
model of a power pool. Further, in most cases the non-linear gas
problem is simulated and solved using mathematical program-
ming, evolutionary programming or heuristic methods, whereas
in some cases (e.g. [7,10,11,15]) a simplified linearized model is
presented. Refs. [16–18] constitute the most thorough methods
in terms of accurate modeling of the electricity and gas problems,
employing decomposition techniques (Benders decomposition and
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Augmented Lagrangian method) for handling the coordinated opti-
mization problems; however, these models are applied to a test
system (IEEE 118-bus system) with a 14-node test gas network.
Nevertheless, in all models there is a coupling constraint linking
the two systems. This is the gas consumption of gas-fired generat-
ing units, which is explicitly represented as a variable in the gas
system, while in the electricity system it is computed as a function
of the unit’s heat rate (either taken simplified as a linear function
[8,9] or as a quadratic function [3–7,10–18]). Refs. [19,20] utilize
a piecewise linearization for the natural gas flow to expand the
research on the combined optimization of the two transmission
systems examining adequacy assessment and contingency analy-
ses. A comprehensive study for the day-ahead scheduling that
includes the variability of wind is presented in [21]. Finally, in

[22] an iterative procedure is presented for the long-term trans-
mission planning of the two systems. Finally, the modeling of the
regulator is not presented in the literature.

In this paper, a coupled optimization of the electricity and nat-
ural gas systems is implemented using the Augmented Lagrangian
method. The original problem consists of two respective subprob-
lems. The objective of the overall problem is to minimize the oper-
ating costs of the two independent systems, while satisfying the
respective constraints. Analytical modeling of both subproblems
is implemented in this paper. The electricity problem involves a
unit commitment with co-optimization of energy and reserves
under a power pool, with all system operational and unit technical
constraints. The gas problem involves a medium-scale highly non-
convex and non-linear problem structure, which is modeled as a

Nomenclature

Indices and sets
c 2 Cmn set of compressors in the branch connecting gas

nodes m and n, whose gas consumption is tapped
from gas node m; Cmn # C

i 2 Ggle set of gas-fired generating units associated with gas
load gle; Ggle #G

gl 2 GLm set of gas loads connected to gas node m;
GLm ¼ GLRm [ GLEm

gle 2 GLEm set of gas loads of gas-fired power units connected to
gas node m; GLEm #GLm #GL

glr 2 GLRm set of residential and industrial gas loads connected
to gas node m; GLRm #GLm #GL

k 2 K set of iterations of the solution process
m;n 2 N set of gas nodes
mn 2 BRp set of passive branches (without compressor or regu-

lator); BRp #BR
Nm set of gas nodes connected through a gas branch to

gas node m; Nm #N
r 2 Rmn set of regulators in the branch connecting gas nodes

m and n, which regulate the pressure of node n;
Rmn #R

s 2 Sm set of gas supplies connected to gas node m; Sm # S
st 2 ST m set of LNG storages connected to gas node m;

ST m #ST
t 2 T set of dispatch periods within the dispatch day (typ-

ically, the dispatch period is one hour)

Parameters
CCmn constant corresponding to diameter, length and gas

properties of branch connecting nodes m and n
Dt
glr hourly gas demand forecast for the residential and/or

industrial gas load glr at dispatch period t, in MW hth

Dmax
gle ;Dmin

gle max/min gas consumption of electric gas load gle,
depending on the gas-fired units associated with gle

Fc gas consumption rate of compressor c, in MW hth=kW
Gmax
s maximum hourly injection from supply s to the gas

system, in MW hth

GR gas conversion ratio, in Nm3/MW hth
HHV gas higher heating value, in GJ/Nm3

HPmax
c , HPmin

c max/min horsepower of compressor c, in kW
Imax
st , Imin

st max/min hourly injection to the LNG storage st, in
MW hth

PRmax
c , PRmin

c max/min pressure ratio of compressor c
RRmax

r , RRmin
r max/min gas expansion ratio of regulator r

SCglr shedding cost of gas load glr, in €/MW hth
Vmax
st , Vmin

st max/min gas energy volume of LNG storage st, in
MW hth

V0
st initial gas energy volume of LNG storage st at dis-

patch period t = 0, in MW hth

Wmax
st , Wmin

st max/min hourly withdrawal from the LNG storage st
to the gas system, in MW hth

pmax
m , pmin

m max/min node pressure of node m, in bar
Pmax

m , Pmin
m max/min squared node pressure of node m, in bar2;

Pmax
m ¼ pmax

m

� �2, Pmin
m ¼ pmin

m

� �2
Variables
dtc amount of gas tapped to the compressor c for energy

conversion at dispatch period t, in MW hth
dtgle hourly gas consumption of electric gas load gle at dis-

patch period t, in MW hth; each gle corresponds to
one or more gas-fired units i

dtglr cleared hourly gas consumption of non-electric (resi-
dential/industrial) gas load glr at dispatch period t, in
MW hth

dstglr gas shedding of non-electric (residential/industrial)
gas load glr at dispatch period t, in MW hth

fltmn gas flow through branch connecting gas nodes m and
n at dispatch period t, in MW hth

gts gas output from supply s to the natural gas system at
dispatch period t, in MW hth

hptc horsepower of compressor c at dispatch period t, in
kW

itst gas injection to LNG storage st at dispatch period t, in
MW hth

ibtst binary variable, equal to 1 when gas is injected to the
LNG storage st at dispatch period t

ptGi electricity production of unit i at dispatch period t, in
MW he

ut
i binary variable expressing the commitment status of

gas-fired unit i at dispatch period t
ugtgle binary variable, equal to 1 when at least one gas-fired

unit that corresponds to the gas load gle is dispatched
at dispatch period t

v t
st gas energy volume stored in LNG storage st at dis-

patch period t, in MW hth

wt
st gas withdrawal from LNG storage st to the gas system

at dispatch period t, in MW hth
wbtst binary variable, equal to 1 when gas is withdrawn

from the LNG storage st (to the gas system) at dis-
patch period t

ztmn binary variable, equal to 1 when the direction of the
gas flow in branch connecting gas nodes m (start
node) and n (end node) is from m to n

pt
m node pressure in node m at dispatch period t, in bar

Pt
m squared node pressure in nodem at dispatch period t,

in bar2;Pt
m ¼ pt

m

� �2
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